Mechanical Transplanter Co.

Jang Seeder Kickstand Attachment - JJPKS
Assembly Instructions

Use with Models JP-1 & TD-1

For Video of Installation, please visit  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3pmJRGUpMBM

In the box you should have received:

1) Kickstand
2) 8mm x 22mm bolt
3) Instruction manual.

Tools required: two 13mm wenches

To install the kickstand attachment:

1) On the opposite side of the chain guard, remove the lower bolt on the handle assembly and ignore bolt - it will no longer be required. Keep the nut and lock washer. Remove bolt in front of rear wheel and set aside for re-use.
2) Install kickstand mounting plate with the slotted hole toward the front of the seeder. (see pic) Using the provided 8x22 mm bolt in the slotted hole and the re-used bolt in the round rear hole.

3) Secure all nuts and bolts tightly. Your kickstand is now ready for use.